Optimo 12x Carry Handle

Optimo 4.7x Carry Handle

Oppenheimer Angenieux
Carry Handle System
Handle Up

Handle Down

Optimo 12x Zoom Motor Bracket

Oppenheimer Camera Products developed our Angenieux Optimo Accessory System
shortly after the release of the Angenieux
Optimo 24-290mm 12x lens. The Optimo
Carry Handle installs simply and easily onto
any 12x Optimo lens without requiring any
modiﬁcation to the lens.
The 12x Optimo Carry Handle is available as a standard unit or engraved “HD” for
the HD version of the lens. We designed the
12x Optimo Carry Handle to visually blend
into the design of the original lens.
With the introduction of the Angenieux
Optimo 17-80mm 4.7x lens, we designed our
smaller carry handle for that lens.
Both carry handles can stand on their own,
or fold down as needed. There is a 3/8x16
threaded boss on each carry handle for mounting accessories like an on-board monitor or a
cine tape.
For the 12x Optimo, we also have a series
of Zoom Motor Support Brackets, one for the
classic Heden M26 motor, one for the Preston
or Arriﬂex digital motors, and a third for the
Heden or M One vertical motors. These Zoom
Motor Brackets mount to existing mount points

on the Angenieux lens, again without any modiﬁcation, and allow the motors to engage the
zoom gear built into the lens.
The Heden M26 bracket is notable. We use
an idler gear assembly which accomplishes two
goals. First it allows the use of the built-in zoom
gear, and second it keeps the available torque
at it’s optimum so even this simple motor can
drive the zoom under almost any conditions.
For the 4.7x Optimo we have a simple
motor bracket and gear for the Heden M26
motor. Again, no modiﬁcation is required to the
original lens.
Oppenheimer Camera Products will be expanding this line of products as new lenses are
introduced.
ANGENIEUX
CHANG12x
CHANG12xHD
CHANG4.7x

Optimo 12x Carry Handle
Optimo 12x HD Carry Handle
Optimo 4.7x Carry Handle

ZMBM26-12x
ZMB-PRES12x
ZMB-HEDV12x

Zoom Motor Bracket - Heden M26
Zoom Motor Bracket - Preston / Arri
Zoom Motor Bracket - Heden Vertical /
M-One
Zoom Ring + Gear Ring - Heden M26

ZRNGM26+GR4.7x
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